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Abstract
Light armored vehicles are required to operate in a variety of extremely hot and arid climates.
As such, these vehicles are often subject to large heat gains due to environmental factors. The
current systems employed for vehicle cooling do not always perform to the levels that are
required, mainly due to the lack of a good estimate of the cooling load. A thermal analog
circuit was created which separated each of the heat sources into its own module. Using

material properties provided by General Dynamics Land Systems as well as information
acquired from numerical simulation and ASHRAE, the values of the thermal resistances
identified in the thermal circuit were determined. This information was used to create a

model that is able to determine the amount of heat gained by the cabin of a light armoured
vehicle for a given set of operating conditions.
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Chapter 1
1

Introduction and Literature survey

1.1 Introduction

Comfort is at the forefront of consumer concerns when purchasing a vehicle [1].
Consumers will often select features to tailor to their personal preferences, as well as their

climatic situation [2]. Although the thermal comfort of passengers has long been a concern
in the development of vehicles [3], a study into the design of an intelligent control system

found that existing systems had a difficult time keeping passengers comfortable [4].
Furthermore, a review conducted in 2004 found that, of the 58 papers published since 1964
specifically dealing with human thermal comfort in automobiles, 54 had been published
since 1984 with 33 being put forth in from 1994 to 2004 inclusive [3].

The efficient design of mobile air conditioning has been a focus in the automotive industry
for many decades. While fuel efficiency has often been tagged as the impetus for continued
development, enhanced passenger comfort is the primary reason for such systems and is
considered heavily in the design and development of new systems. Development of such
systems requires a thorough understanding of the heating loads that affect the climate in

the vehicle cabin [5]. In the automobile industry, where the lure to purchase a particular
vehicle may depend on the fidelity of the climate control system, significant effort is spent

in analyzing/designing, sizing and fine-tuning air-conditioning systems [5,6]. The same is
not true in the military vehicle industry where very few suppliers exist, and vehicles are

purchased more on the basis of performance and operator safety than comfort. In such
cases, the air-conditioning (AC) system may be added as an afterthought based on
estimates and industry rules-of-thumb. As the level of sophistication of Light-Armored
Vehicles (LAVs) increases, and the number of heat sources in the vehicles increase, simple
techniques for AC sizing and control are no longer suitable.
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Light Armored vehicles are required to operate in a variety of extremely hot and arid
climates. As such, these vehicles are often subject to large heat gains due to

environmental factors, such as solar radiation. LAVs also often employ a vast array of

electronic equipment inside the conditioned space which generate a significant amount of
heat. In addition to this these vehicles are often outfitted with layers of ballistic armour

which contribute to a high thermal mass. The end result is a high and extremely variable
heating load inside of the walls of the vehicle which must be removed to ensure operator
comfort.

1.2 Background and Literature Survey

When thinking about military vehicles, the thermal comfort of the passengers does not

immediately come to mind as a critical system for survivability. However it was found by
Daanen et al. [7] that drivers increased their performance and safety when driving under

thermos-neutral conditions. Active military service is a stressful endeavor [8], and this
effect is compounded by the fact that performing work in hot, as opposed to thermo-neutral,
environments is more stressful [9].

The current political turmoil in the Middle East has led to an increase in military activity
in arid desert regions where high daytime temperatures are the norm. Figure 1.1 shows a

map of the Middle East and North Africa illustrating the climate regions faced by
inhabitants and military personnel on deployment in these regions.
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Figure 1.1: Climate regions in the Middle East and North Africa taken from
(http://www.geometry.net) Accessed: 18/04/2016

Loose garments that cover large amounts of the body allow for more dynamic air
exchanges and are typically worn by those who inhabit desert regions to keep themselves
cool [10]. While such clothing is suitable for the general population, military personnel

operating in a peace-keeping or combat mission must wear many layers of protective

clothing, in addition to carrying essential supplies (see Figure 1.2Error! Reference source
not found.). George Havenith [9] studied the heat balance on an individual wearing
protective clothing, and reported that individuals performing moderate work in an

environment at 37oC reached a body temperature of 38.5oC 75% sooner when wearing a
single layer of normal cotton work gear compared to those in the nude . Thus, the military
clothing is expected to further aggravate the thermal condition of an individual, rendering
the maintenance of a comfortable environment in a military vehicle crucial.
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Figure 1.2: Canadian Forces personnel on deployment in the Middle East taken

from (http://www.ctvnews.ca/scope-of-injury-toll-in-afghanistan-largely-a-mystery1.663955) Accessed: 18/04/2016

The current approach to climate control in light-armored vehicles is to simply estimate the

heat load and implement an air conditioning system that is either on or off depending on

the temperature conditions inside the cabin. While this approach is suitable in many
instances, under extreme conditions, as might be experienced in hot, arid climates, the

systems may fail to provide sufficient cooling to the occupants. While further overpowering of the existing system could resolve this issue, unnecessary energy consumption

may be the result. To this end, in 2000, the National renewable energy laboratory found
that, in midsized vehicles, AC use reduced the fuel economy by more than 20% [11]. In

fact, HVAC accounts for the largest auxiliary power draw in vehicles [12], and optimizing

these systems would leave more power available for other critical systems such as mobility
and operational range [13]. Though this fraction is not likely as high for an LAV, the
prospect of unnecessarily high energy consumption to resolve a climate control issue is not
an appropriate solution.
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General Dynamics Land Systems (GDLS) designs and builds light armored vehicles for

military use all over the world (Figure 1.3Error! Reference source not found.), operating
in a variety of unpredictable conditions. These vehicles must maintain a comfortable cabin

environment in any and all climates. The current systems employed for vehicle cooling do

not always perform to the levels that are required, mainly due to the lack of a good estimate

to of the vehicle cooling load. In addition, the current systems are relatively simple in that
they utilize single-speed fans in an on-off cycle that depends upon interior temperature

conditions. This is considered a low-fidelity system that is considerably less-sophisticated
than systems currently used in the automotive industry. The project described herein seeks

to develop a thermal model of the LAV such that all of the sources of heating and cooling
are identified, and analysis can be carried out to understand the heat load inside the vehicle

under various operating conditions. This analysis and design tool is developed to be easily
adaptable to suit the different variants as well as other models in their design line.

Figure 1.3: GDLS produced LAV taken from

(http://www.gdlscanada.com/products) Accessed: 18/04/2016
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Design and prototyping of HVAC systems can be time consuming and manufacturers
continue to look for ways to reduce this effort [6]. To undertake this task, the ways in

which a vehicle gains and rejects heat during normal operation must be considered. The
five sources of heat that are commonly associated with vehicle heat load are: radiation
load, ambient load (which includes conduction through the surface), engine load,

metabolic load and exhaust. Figure 1.4Error! Reference source not found. provides a
view of these key sources.

Figure 1.4: Sources of heat on a motor vehicle [14]
The radiation component of the load is broken into 3 elements: direct radiation – the

component of the sunlight that is directly striking the vehicle’s surfaces; diffuse radiation
– the component of the sun that is dampened by atmospheric scattering but is still

reaching the vehicle; and, reflected radiation – the component of the sunlight that is
reflected off objects (in this case the ground) before striking the vehicle.

The ambient load which is governed by convective heat transfer on the outside of the

vehicle due to the temperature and flow condition of the ambient air, which is influenced

by the vehicles velocity, and the heat transfer through the surface via conduction through
the material.
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The engine load is the amount of heat rejected by the engine that is transferred into the
cabin.

The metabolic load is the heat added to the cabin due to the metabolic functions of its
occupants.

The exhaust load is the amount of heat that is added to the cabin through

radiation/conduction between the exhaust pipe, shield and vehicle floor panel [14].

Unlike most passenger vehicles, the LAV has a substantial heat load due to electronic
instrumentation (radios, display screens, navigation and detection equipment, etc.).

With each of the major sources defined it serves to further break each of them into the

basic components that influence the heat transfer. A simple way of visualizing this is to
consider each heat transfer process as a thermoelectric analog circuit [15, 2]. The

electrical resistances correspond to the heat transfer coefficient associated with that

particular heat load, all of which are functions of material properties. This way each

source can be separated into its own “module” and the heat added to the source can be

computed by summing each of these sources and sinks [2, 5, 12]. This technique, known
as the Heat Balance Method (HBM), is more scientifically rigorous [6, 5] than the

alternative Weighting Factor Method (WFM), which is also described by the American

Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) [16]. Since
we have access to all the material property information and detailed climate information
given by ASHRAE, the values of each component of the resistive circuit can be

calculated with a certain degree of certainty. For this reason the Heat Balance Method is
the most favorable method to use in our model.

Another factor in the development of a proper cooling system is the cooling rate. While

the Heat Balance Method will give the steady-state heat load of the vehicle, sizing of the
cooling system also depends upon how quickly the comfort level must be achieved

following a change in condition. With a properly calibrated model the thermal mass of

the vehicle can be determined by comparing the results with measurements taken in an
environmental chamber, with this mass and an overall lumped heat transfer coefficient
the temporal effects vehicle cooling can be determined.
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There have been claims that current vehicle climate control systems are over-powered as

they are designed to condition the entire cabin air over an extremely short period of time.
These claims are then followed up with data supporting the idea that proper duct

placement (focused on moving air to areas of the body most sensitive to thermal comfort)
can keep people comfortable without the need to necessarily cool all of the air, thereby
requiring a smaller AC system [17,1].

There are essentially 4 factors that influence the human response to heat: air temperature,

radiant temperature, air velocity and humidity [10]. In order for occupants of a vehicle (or
any dwelling for that matter) to feel comfortable, their skin temperature must remain

between 75 and 85 degrees Fahrenheit [4]. Alahmer et al. [13] found that the effect of

relative humidity had a significant influence on comfort levels, but only during the first

few minutes after which its effects were much less pronounced. Since the design goal for
GDLS is to cool the LAV to its design condition in the order of 20 minutes the effects of
humidity will have little effect on the thermal comfort of the occupants once this
condition is met.

In the next sections, the key heat sources will be reviewed with respect to how they have
been treated in the analysis of vehicles.

1.3 Modelling of Radiation

Heat gain due to solar radiation on a vehicle operating in recirculation mode (i.e., not

taking in fresh air from its surrounding) accounts for 50% of a vehicles heating load [3].
Mezrhab et al. [2] found that a vehicle parked facing the sun could reach material

temperatures of approximately 100oC (Figure 1.5Error! Reference source not found.).
For this reason significant research has been done in the areas of radiation heat gain on
vehicles.
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Figure 1.5: Temperatures of various surfaces inside a vehicle cabin over time where
radiation load is being simulated for 120 minutes at which point air conditioning is
applied [2]

Mezrhab et al. [2] evaluated incident radiation separately for short wavelengths (0-

2.5nm) and long wavelengths (>2.5nm). They take this approach as they are evaluating
the effects of glazing on surfaces that are subject to radiation where the glazing acts as
transparent for the short wavelengths and opaque when subject to long wavelength

radiation. Using this information, they are able to compute the resistive values of the

glazing which are used in the electrical circuit analog they use to model the system. In
their approach they determine the radiative heat load by determining view factors for

each of their surfaces with respect to the sky and considering the a surface of a known
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temperature

, which they were able to validate by experiment. This enabled them to

track the radiative power of the environment over the course of the day.

Lee et al. [18] took a similar approach, starting by identifying the spectral irradiance as a
function of its wavelength. These approaches provide a rather specific measure of the
effects of solar radiation on a vehicle cabin and can be used to provide temporal

information over the course of a day. In the present work, we are more concerned with

design day capabilities (worst case scenario). These approaches are more elaborate than
necessary, which is why the techniques provided by ASHRAE were considered, which

drastically simplify the implementation of radiative sources in the analog circuit model.
ASHRAE is the leading authority on the design and operation of HVAC systems in

North America. They provide a system for estimating the maximum design load for

radiation based on location and the orientation of the surface in question. This approach
is relatively simple and can be applied easily to locations all over the world. The

methods outlined by ASHRAE were employed successfully in a cadre of vehicles [14,5].
The techniques outlined by ASHRAE are traditionally applied to dwelling and other

building structures [16]. These structures tend to have many large flat surfaces, which

simplify radiation calculations since large rectangular shapes of known area are among
the simplest shapes for which to compute radiative transfers [15, 19]

Vehicles have, over the years, trended away from box-like design in favor of more

aesthetically pleasing and fuel efficient streamlined vehicle body shapes. This makes
applying the methods in ASHRAE more complicated, as rounded surfaces are more
difficult to model than flat rectangular ones.

Barnaby et al [20] considered a case where using the actual detailed geometric building
description was impractical. Instead they used a simplified geometric model with flat

surfaces of specified area and orientation. The primary volume of interest in the vehicle is
the passenger compartment. Arici et al.[6] found that considering the cabin as a six sided
volume is an appropriate simplification.
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Furthermore, Farrington and Rugh [14] performed validations for the model they created
to characterize a 2003 ford falcon (Figure 1.6Error! Reference source not found.).
They too used a simplified geometry, however rather than using a 6 sided shape, the

shape they chose more closely resembles the real shape of the cabin of the vehicle that is
being affected. They split each side into different sections representative of the materials
actually being used. The “panels” they use are of a known and constant thickness and
material properties. They were able to achieve good results using this technique.

Figure 1.6: 2003 ford falcon and its simplified geometry [14]
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Aesthetics has not been the main concern in the design of military vehicles and, as such,
older models of LAV, such as the LAV II, were almost entirely made up of rectangular
panels. This has been changed, but the most current model is still largely composed of
flat panels, which will make creating a simplified geometry for considering radiation

markedly simple. A suitable simplified geometry model for an LAV will allow GDLS to
characterize the effects of geometry on the heat gain to the vehicle cabin.

1.4 Ambient Heat Load

The heat transfer due to ambient effects on the LAV are influenced by the effects of the

airflow and temperature of the surrounding air. Alexandrov et al. [1] studied the effects of
flow patterns in passenger cars and also reported on the influence of the properties of the
ambient environment had on the cabin temperature. The amount of heat transferred

to/from a vehicle via convection depends upon the relative velocity of the vehicle with

respect to the surrounding air. Convective heat transfer is characterized by considering

the hydrodynamic and thermal elements of the scenario in question, and correlations for
the dimensionless heat transfer (Nusselt number) depend upon whether the case is
classified as free, mixed or forced convection. In free convection, heat transfer is

characterized by the Grashof number (ratio of buoyancy to viscous forces) and the
Prandtl number; in forced convection, correlations are presented as a function of

Reynolds number and Prandtl number; and for mixed convection, there are elements of
free and forced convection with thresholds defined in terms of Reynolds number.

The heat transfer coefficient is the main resistance value required when considering the

convective heat transfer circuit analog, knowing this value is crucial. Mezrhab [2] uses an
expression to determine the heat transfer coefficient taken from McAdams’ Heat

Transmission [21], the article makes no mention of the vehicle that they are considering.

Fayazbakhsh [5], however, use an expression for calculating the heat transfer coefficient
taken from [22]; they are applying this equation to the small hybrid electric vehicle
shown in Figure 1.7Error! Reference source not found..
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Figure 1.7: eVaro hybrid electric vehicle [5]
A visual comparison of the hybrid vehicle presented by Fayazbkhsh [5] and a LAV

produced by GDLS will reveal that the LAV is much larger in profile than the former

(Figure 1.8Error! Reference source not found.). Aerodynamics of Road Vehicles [23]

presents drag coefficients for a variety of commuter cars (ranging from sedans to station
wagons) giving a range of CD for regular sized cars from 0.22 to 0.3. The Motor Truck

Engineering Handbook [24] gives a range for the values of the drag coefficient for large
trucks 0.7 to 1.5. It is reasonable to consider that since the coefficient of drag is a
function of air velocity and object profile, just like the equations that dictated the

convective heat transfer coefficient that a correlation for a small streamlined vehicle may
not be applicable to an LAV since an LAV is closer in size to a heavy duty commercial
truck.
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Figure 1.8: Visual size comparison of an LAV (taken from

http://gdls.com/products.htm) and eVaro hybrid electric vehicle (taken from

http://www.autoblog.com/2010/05/06/automotive-x-prize-fvt-evaro-series-hybridneeds-to-go-just-a-t/) Accessed: 18/04/2016

To isolate the specific value of the convective resistance in the circuit analog

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis can be used. Mezrhab [2] used CFD

analysis to analyze the heat transfer due to exterior convection all the way through to the
inside of the cabin air. Similarly, Alexandrov made use of CFD to look at the effects
adding heat to the cabin had on the internal flow of air, this time due to the effects of

radiation [1]. These two situations however are large simulations that require a number of
boundary conditions to obtain the complex internal flow patterns.

A full simulation of the light armored vehicle considering every potential heat source

from the outside to the cabin air was considered, however this approach would prove to
be computationally expensive. Furthermore, with the amount of detail that such a

simulation would require with respect to the nature of the sources of heat transfer, a lot of
uncertainty would exist in the final result. Since the objective of the present approach is
to develop a versatile and adaptive tool that is quickly able to provide results for a range
of operating scenarios, a full simulation of the vehicle that would only be applicable
under the specific conditions that it was run was deemed inappropriate.

With a full scale simulation ruled out, we looked towards developing a model that could
be used to provide the value of the resistances that are present in the ambient portion of
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the thermal analog circuit. The most basic model that could be developed would involve
unfolding the current LAV shape it into a flat plane of the same area and computing the
heat transferred from that plate by air flowing over it.

Since a simplified geometric model of the LAV is being considered to estimate the

radiation component of the heat load, it was decided that a form of this reduced shape

model could be adapted for use in convective heat transfer analysis. This new simplified

geometry would allow us to conduct simulations that, while not as complex as a full scale
vehicle simulation, would provide more reliable data than a basic flat plate

approximation. This would allow for the isolation of information necessary for the analog
circuit while finding a middle ground between accuracy and time.

A range of options are also available for analyzing the convective heat gain inside the

vehicle cabin, from a set of very basic simplifications and heat transfer correlations to
complex CFD analysis considering the airflow and temperature profiles of the entire

vehicle cabin. As the cabin conditions are primarily influenced by ventilation systems
and not subject to change due to external environmental conditions, the internal
convection will be modelled using information obtained from GDLS.

This thesis then describes a method that breaks the heat load experienced by an LAV into
a set of thermal analog circuits which make use of known vehicle material properties,
moderate geometric simplification and the use of numerical modeling, when it is

necessary to determine a component of the thermal resistance for which there is no

available information. The model described is versatile and able to consider a range of
operating conditions without the need for significant intervention by the user.

1.5 Scope and Objectives

Although climate control systems have been shown to be a crucial factor in vehicle fuel

efficiency, operator performance and overall occupant comfort, current systems are often
over/under-designed. These same issues appear in LAVs where climate control is a crucial

component. Where much work has been done in the way of developing tools for computing

heat loads for passenger vehicles with a high degree of fidelity, no such approach has been
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used for light armored vehicles. The aim herein is to develop a thermal model of an LAV

such that all of the sources of heating and cooling are identified, and analysis can be carried

out to understand the heat load inside the vehicle under various operating conditions. As

stated, the conditions vary greatly from climate to climate and also depend on what the

vehicle is doing, since the electrical heating load depends upon which systems are
operating and to what extent. The proposed thermodynamic model will be constructed

using the concept of the Heat Balance Method (HBM), which is described in the ASHRAE
HANDBOOK FUNDAMENTALS [16] and in [5]. Once the model has been developed, it

will be calibrated based on test data obtained from GDLS for LAVs in two global locations.

The resulting model can then be used to develop an AC system, and to consider
modifications to the vehicle that may reduce the heat load. At some point in the future this
model could also be used to develop an adaptive control system that can be employed in
future LAV designs

The present thesis focuses on the development of a design tool based on the heat balance

method that can be used to estimate the heat load on a light armored vehicle. The vehicle
under consideration is the LAV UP selected specifically by GDLS. The design tool is
required to be robust and be capable of providing estimates of the heat load for any
location in the world, under any operating condition. On this basis, the specific
objectives of the thesis are:

1. Develop a thermal-electric analog circuit of LAV by considering all heat sources
and sinks, and their respective resistances.

2. Simplify the geometry of the LAV under consideration such that a radiation
model can be developed.

3. Use the simplified geometric model to compute ambient losses from the vehicle
via convection under normal driving conditions.

4. Calibrate the complete thermal model by using field data obtained by GDLS for
various global locations.

The remainder of the thesis is outlined as follows: The second chapter describes the

thermal model used in the analysis of the LAV. It presents a breakdown of each of the
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electric analog circuit modules which were used to compute the heat load experienced by
the vehicle.

Chapter 3 describes in detail methods used to compute the heat load on the vehicle in

each module. As well as how the individual modules fit together as a whole to provide

the total heat gained by the light armored vehicle wherever in the world it is operating.
The fourth chapter describes the steps taken to ensure that the information provided by

the developed model is an accurate representation of the heat loads that the real vehicle is
subject to under a given situation. It also discusses the calibration factors that were added
to the model as a result of these tests.

Chapter 5 presents a summary of the presents work, discusses the ways in which the fully
calibrated complete thermal model that has been developed can be used as a design tool
to aide in future vehicle modifications, as well as its capability to be easily adapted in
order to model a range of vehicles offered by GDLS, and future work.
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Chapter 2
2

Thermal Model

To use the Heat Balance Method to analyze the net amount of heat added to any space the
individual sources and sinks that add or remove heat from the space in question need to
be identified. Initially, the LAV was considered as being subject to the same loads to
which a typical consumer or commercial vehicle would be subject, which led to the
identification of 6 sources of heat as seen in Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1: Major sources of heat affecting cabin temperature
The radiation module encompasses the heat gained by the LAV as a result of solar
radiation, which has three avenues of influence: direct, diffuse and reflected

The ambient module encompasses the effects of the ambient environmental conditions on
the heat that is transferred at the surface of the LAV through the hull to the cabin air.
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The engine module encompasses the heat gained by the cabin due to the consequences of
running the internal combustion engine next to the cabin space.

The electronic portion encompasses the heat that is generated by the electronic
components mounted inside the cabin.

The metabolic module encompasses the heat generated by the occupants of the cabin
space.

The exhaust portion encompasses the heat gained by the cabin due to heat transfer from
the exhaust system.

With the sources identified, they can now be evaluated individually, breaking each source
down into the separate components that influence the way heat is transferred between the
source and the cabin). The components are assembled into a thermal circuit, which
describes the pathways and resistances for heat flow.

In the circuit analog, sources of heat are denoted using the battery icon, the ground

symbol represents a point where heat that is originally absorbed into the hull is given off

without entering the cabin. A resistance symbol denotes a resistance to heat transfer along
a pathway for heat. As will be shown, this method of visualizing the heat transfer process
simplifies extremely complex system and enables identification of the specific areas

where thermophysical and geometric properties are required to estimate the heat load on
the vehicle

2.1 Radiation circuit

The circuit analog for the radiative portion of the heat load given in Figure 2.2. As
radiation from the sun impacts the LAV in three different ways, the solar load is

evaluated as three branches in parallel. The branch whose resistance is represented by R1
is the direct solar radiation incident upon the vehicle. This branch must be formulated to

include the geometric orientation of all surfaces of the vehicle with respect to the position
of the sun, in addition to surface properties and blockage. The branch represented by the
resistance R2 accounts for diffuse radiation from the surroundings. The branch
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represented by the resistance R3 accounts for radiation that is reflected off the ground.
These three paths combine to give the total radiative load on the LAV. Mathematical
details of the heat transfer across each branch is presented in the next chapter.

The values of R5, R7 and R9 in Figure 2.2 characterize the surfaces’ capacity to reflect
incoming radiation back into the environment. The branches of the circuit analog

represented by R10, R11 and R12 characterize each surface’s ability to transmit the
incoming solar radiation through to the cabin; and R4, R6 and R8 characterize the

surface’s capacity to accept the heat that is being transferred to it by way of radiation.

The exact values for these resistances contain properties of the surface and its treatment
which can vary with vehicle variation (Vehicles deployed in arid desert regions are
painted a light tan colour as opposed to the dull green colour used by the Canadian

forces) as well as surface to surface, which is why each surface of the vehicle must be
evaluated independently of one another.
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Figure 2.2: Analog circuit for radiation portion of model

Since an LAV does not have windows (with the exception of small heavily tinted

viewports in the drivers hatch) and is made out of steel, there is no radiative heat being
transmitted directly through the exterior surfaces. In addition, radiant heat that reaches

the surface can be reflected to the environment, as described above, or absorbed into the

surface where it is either transferred by convection to the surrounding air, which is cooler
than the vehicle surfaces when they are exposed to incident radiation, or transferred

through the surface by conduction to the cabin. To accommodate this in the model, the
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radiation circuit is connected to the ambient circuit (indicated by a black circle) such that
the predicted hull temperature is a result of all of the influences in and out of it.

2.2 Ambient Circuit

The circuit analog for the ambient portion of the heat load is given in Figure 2.3. As this
part of the circuit analog considers convective effects on both sides of the surface, the
circuit must consider heat inputs to the surface via radiation, conduction through the

surface and convective effects. The resistance to heat transfer due to convection at the

exterior is represented by R13. The resistance to heat transfer from the external surface to
the internal surface by conduction through the composite hull material is represented by

R14. The resistance to heat transfer from the interior surface of the cabin space due to the
convective effects of the cabin air is represented as R15.

The three resistance values must be evaluated in series from the ambient source across

the convective resistance R13, the conductive resistance R14 and the convective

resistance R15 to the cabin air. However, as discussed in the previous section on

radiation, the absorbed portion of the solar radiation is transferred into the surface, which
adds an additional source on the outer surface between R13 and R14 to account for the
heat being added to the surface by radiation.

Figure 2.3: Analog circuit for ambient portion of model
Since the exterior of the LAV is subject to more than one source of heat the ambient

“source” is able to act as a source or a sink, depending on the value of the temperature
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difference between the exterior surface temperature and the temperature of the

environment. However the scenario being considered is that of a worst case, in which the
vehicle is subject to a large solar load which will make the surface temperature of the

exposed surfaces higher than that of the ambient air. Therefore the ambient “source” will
be acting to remove heat gained by the surface from the solar load.

2.3 Engine circuit

The circuit analog for the engine model is given in 2.4. Since an internal combustion

engine is acting the source the cooling systems that remove heat from the engine must be
taken into account, which is represented by R16, this heat is rejected to the environment

via the radiator and, as such, does not contribute heat cabin heating to the cabin space. In
a similar manner the branch represented by R17 indicates the portion of the heat that is

rejected from the engine source, but not in such a way that it will enter the cabin space,

such as the portion of heat from the engine that is transferred into an outward facing wall
which will then be rejected to the environment.

The remaining branch of the circuit characterizes the heat from the engine source that is

transferred to the cabin. As the combustion process produces a large amount of heat, heat
from the engine is transferred both by convection to the air in the engine bay (R18), and

by way of radiation to the surrounding surfaces (R19). This branch of the circuit acts in a
very similar way to the combined radiation and ambient circuits considered earlier. The
heat that is transferred by radiation from the source to the surface of the engine

compartment walls that are shared with the cabin space. This radiative heat is either
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reflected off the surface back into the engine compartment via R22, absorbed into the
surface via R20 or transmitted directly into the cabin space via R21.

Figure 2.4: Analog circuit for engine portion of model
R18 represents the convective resistance encountered as heat leaves the engine source
into the air and is transferred to the surface of the engine compartment walls that are

shared with the cabin space. This heat, in addition to the heat absorbed by the surface by
way of radiation from the source, is then transferred through the wall by means of

conduction which is represented by R23. Finally, it is transferred from the surface of the
cabin wall to the cabin space due to the convective effects of the cabin air, which is
represented by R24.

2.4 Electrical and metabolic circuits

The circuit analog for the electrical and metabolic portions of the heat load is given in
2.5. These circuits are considered together as they both account for heat “generated”
directly in the cabin space. The metabolic source is the heat generated by the human

occupants of the vehicle, and the electrical source is the waste heat generated by each of

the electrical devices that are present inside the cabin. For electrical components that are
housed behind panels in the cabin space, the heat generated must conduct through the
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housing, which is represented by R25, and transfer to the cabin air by way of convection

from the housing surface through R26 into the cabin air. As each electrical component is
different the analog circuit for the electrical portion should be repeated for each

component, where electrical components that are kept in the open inside the cabin space
(portable radio equipment, monitors etc.) will be treated as simple point sources that

reject heat directly to the cabin, similar to how the metabolic heat load is determined.

Figure 2.5: Analog circuit for electrical and metabolic portion of model

2.5 Exhaust Module

Unlike most vehicles, an LAV is not subject to heat loads incurred by the exhaust system
as such this originally considered source is excluded from the following list of simplified
analog circuits.

Where most vehicles expel exhaust gases via a pipe that extends the length of the vehicle,
which adds heat through contact with the bottom surface, the LAV rejects the exhaust
gasses directly out the side of the engine compartment. As such the heat that would
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otherwise be transferred to space as a result of these gases is rejected directly to the
environment and does not affect the cabin.

2.6 Summary

The heat load on a light-armoured vehicle has been divided into five distinct sources.

Each of these sources has been connected to a thermal circuit module, shown in complete
form in Figure 2.6, which contains resistances that link the heat source to the cabin. A
solution of the entire thermal analog will provide information for surface and cabin

temperatures and for the heat load on the cabin for a given target cabin temperature. The

next chapter considers each module of the complete thermal circuit analog, fills in details
for the individual resistances, and provides the mathematical framework to solve the
system
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Figure 2.6: Complete thermal-analog circuit
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3

Chapter 3

Formulation of Heat Load Model

3.1 Radiation

The radiation portion of the thermal-electric analog described in section 2.1 showed three

parallel branches for the radiative load representing direct, diffuse and reflected radiation.
Evaluation of the heat transfer through each of the branches requires consideration of the
surface size and shape, surface orientation and surface radiative properties. Figure 2.2 is
reproduced in Figure 3.1 for reference, but including node numbers to make it easier to
reference the branches.
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Figure 3.1: Analog circuit for radiation portion of model
The rate of heat gain to the cabin through each surface of the vehicle, modeled by the

analog circuit as the path from node 1, across resistances R1 and R10, R2 and R11, and
R3 and R12, to node 5 are characterized respectively as
=

[3.1]

=

[3.2]

=

[3.3]
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where

is the area of the surface in [m2],

the irradiance in [W/m2]. Specifically,

is the transmissivity of the surface, and i is

is the clear sky direct irradiance, and

is

the clear sky diffuse irradiance, both of which are provided by ASHRAE for a variety of
global locations at solar noon (worst case).
The reflected solar irradiance,

, which is effectively represented as the flow of heat

from node 1 to 4 across the resistance R3, is given by
=
where

+

[3.4]

is the ground reflectivity (tabulated by ASHRAE) and Σ is the angle between

the surface normal and the ground.

A portion of the radiation load from each of these sources is also absorbed into the

surfaces. The heat absorbed into the surfaces, represented as the sum of the flows from
the solar source across R1 and R4, R2 and R6, and R3 and R8 through to the ambient
portion of the circuit, is given by

=
where

(

cos +

+

)

is the angle made between the surface normal and the sun and

absorptivity of the surface (which is provided by GDLS).

[3.5]
is the

To obtain estimates of the heat transfer into the cabin via radiation, Equations 3.1-3.3 and
3.5 must be integrated over the affected surfaces of the hull. Practically, this means that
the shape of the hull and the orientation of a particular surface with respect to the sun

must be known. In addition, the solution requires the values of the solar irradiances, i,

which are provided by ASHRAE. To facilitate mathematical integration, the surface of
the hull is subdivided into a collection of connected surfaces and values of the solar
irradiance are obtained from ASHRAE based on the date and location.

An LAV has a complex shape, with many curved and angled surfaces and various

fasteners, protrusions and components embellishing the exterior. In addition, parts of the
exterior hull are blocked by the wheels, stowage racks, turret etc. While all of these
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embellishments do affect the radiative load on the vehicle, it is not possible to include all

such elements explicitly in the analog model for radiation. For this reason it is necessary
that the vehicle exterior geometry be simplified to facilitate calculations required for the
thermal circuit model.

To do this, all the minor surface features have been ignored and leaving only the bare
surfaces of the LAV. In addition the vehicle was reduced to a collection of large flat
surfaces that approximate the same planes as the exterior of the LAV.

The dimensions and orientation of these surfaces were determined by taking

measurements of a completely operational LAV, and reducing the geometry to 12 flat
surfaces of known dimensions and orientation. These surfaces were then rendered in
SolidworksTM where they were fitted to one another to provide a proper visual

representation of the simplified geometry that could be used to calculate radiative loads
in the radiation section of the model (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Simplified vehicle surface geometry used for radiation compared to
operational LAV (taken from https://army.ca)

Figure 3.3 shows the simplified geometry used for radiation with the surfaces numbered,
where surface 10 is the surface opposite surface 5 on the starboard side of the vehicle,

surface 12 is the surface opposite surface 6 on the starboard side of the vehicle surface 11
is the surface opposite surface 7 on the starboard side of the vehicle and surface 9 is the
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aft most surface, while Table 3.1 shows the surface area of each of the 12 simplified
surfaces m2.

Figure 3.3: Simplified geometry with numbered surfaces
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Table 3.1: Surface area for each surface
Surface
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Surface area (m2)
0.50
8.05
2.26
9.29
4.64
4.83
2.11
5.76
2.67
2.11
4.64
4.83

The final set of unknown variables in the set of equations that needs to be solved in order

to calculate the heat load on the vehicle as result of the solar radiation are the angle of tilt
Ʃ (angle between the surface normal and the ground) and the angle at which the direct
radiation is striking the surface θ (angle between the surface normal and the sun) as
Figure 3.4 shows.
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Figure 3.4: Solar positon with respect to a surface

A coordinate system was established where the positive x and y directions align with the
northern and western cardinal directions and positive z can be represented as a vertical
vector ascending towards the sky.

Three corners of each surface were used to form two vectors along the plane, which were
then used to calculate unit vectors (

) normal to the plane of each of the vehicles

surfaces such that the normal vector for the front surface of the LAV (surface 1)

protrudes from the surface in the positive x direction while the LAV is said to be facing
north, and in the positive y direction when the vehicle is facing west. As stated, the
positive z direction points directly upward towards the sky. Table3.2 shows the

components of the unit vectors normal to each of the 12 surfaces. This information is
tabulated and inserted into the model using custom functions that allow the model to

return the correct unit vectors when a “vehicle direction” is selected (Primary Cardinal
Directions only)
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Table 3.2: Cartesian components of the unit vector normal to each surface for an
LAV facing west

Surface number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

x

0
0
0
0
0.866
1
0
0
0
0
-0.866
-1

y

1
0.199
0.695
0
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0

z

0
0.98
-0.719
1
0.5
0
-1
-1
0
-1
0.5
0

With the normal vectors alone we are able to compute the angle of tilt. Since the normal
vectors have unit length the angle of tilt Ʃ can be determined by
Σ = Sin ( )
where

[3.6]

is the z component of the unit vector normal to that surface. To determine the

angle between the surface normal and the sun, the solar position in terms of its altitude β
and azimuth φ must be known.

The United States Naval Observatory [25] provides detailed information on the position
of the sun in the sky with relation to one’s position on the earth. Given a longitude and
latitude as well as the date of interest this database can be used to retrieve the solar
altitude and azimuth for any time that the sun is above the horizon. Since we are

considering solar loads over the course of a whole year and ASHRAE provides irradiance
for noon on the 21st of each month the position data for the sun was also taken on the 21 st
in order to track the position of the sun in the sky over the course of one year. The values
of the solar altitude and azimuth were then plotted (Figure 3.5) and inserted into the
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model in the exact same way as the values of solar irradiance were considered earlier so
that when the model is given a location and date it returns the position of the sun.

London, Ontario

Angle (degrees)

210
180
150
120

90
60
30
0

0

50

100

150

200

Days into the year

Lodon Altitude

250

300

350

Lodon Azimuth

Figure 3.5: Values of solar altitude and azimuth plotted as a function of the number
of days that have passed since the beginning of the calendar year

With the position of the sun relative to the LAV known in radial coordinates, they can be
converted to a Cartesian system of coordinates in the same reference frame as the unit
normal vectors presented in table3 .2 using

= cos

sin( − 90)

[3.7]

= sin

sin( − 90)

[3.8]

= cos( − 90)

[3.9]

which is used to define the solar unit vector .
With all the components of the vectors
using the equation

and

= Cos

known we may determine the angle θ
∙
| || |

[3.10]
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With the final unknown solved, the heading of the LAV, the date and its location are all

the model requires as input variables in order to calculate the radiative load to which the

LAV is subject. Should the angle between the sun and any surface vector be greater than
90 degrees or less than 270 degrees (angle measured from the normal vector) it is can be
noted that that surface is not being subject to direct solar radiation (in the case of
and not in view of the ground (for

) and will be called null.

)

As a vast majority of the LAVs surface features have been removed in the simplification,
the values for the heat transferred to the LAV due to solar radiation will be much higher

than what a real vehicle in the same conditions would see. For this reason an “area usage

coefficient” is introduced. The area usage coefficient is computed in the calibration of the
model based on experimental results and is applied surface-by-surface in the

mathematical formulation The value of the area usage coefficient on each surface

accounts for the amount of the vehicle surface that is shaded by features that have been

removed in the geometric simplification and can vary from condition to condition. These
area usage coefficients effectively act as a final calibration tool that allows the user to

fine tune the model to adjust the results in order to closely mimic the real conditions. In

order to proceed we must estimate specific values of the heat gain per unit area , which
are provided by ASHRAE. However, since this model must be able to simulate the heat

load conditions of an LAV operating in various global locations at any time of the year,
the values obtained must be retrieved in such a way that the user of the model user will
not have to look up a new value each time they wish to model a new location.
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Figure 3.6: Location of weather stations referenced in ASHRAE Fundamentals [16]
ASHRAE provides climate design information for 6443 locations, as shown in Figure
3.6. This project made use of this data for direct and diffuse clear sky irradiances.

ASHRAE presents their climatic design information as the 21 st of each month, averaged
over 25 years. A list of locations where LAVs are produced.

The ASHRAE climactic design tables were used to obtain values of

and

for

each of the required locations. Since we wish to have the model require the date as an
input, a function expressing the values of
needed. To do this, the value of

and

and

as a function of the date is

on the 21st day of each month were plotted

as seen in Figure 3.7. A line was fit to the data that gave a function which, when supplied
with the date (expressed as the number of days that have passed since January 1 st), would
return the values of

and

on that particular day.

Solar irradiance (W/m2)
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Figure 3.7: Values of solar irradiance plotted as a function of the number of days
that have passed since the beginning of the calendar year

Evaluation of the heat transfer through the radiation portion of the thermal circuit

requires consideration of the surface radiative properties, and the location and orientation
of the vehicle, which are provided to the model as inputs.

3.2 Ambient

As determined while examining the ambient portion of the thermal-electric analog in

section 2.3, the convective and conductive resistances of the surface and the surrounding
air must be evaluated to find the amount of heat transferred to the cabin. To do this,

considerations of the properties of the moving air on both sides of the surface must be

taken into account as well as the physical properties of the various materials 1 that make
up the hull. Figure 2.3 has been reintroduced as Figure 3.8 with the addition of node

numbers to make it easier to describe the direction of the heat transfer as it flows through
the system. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, an estimate for the convective resistance must

be made for two different conditions. Once for the portion of heat absorbed to the surface

1

the composition of the hull is controlled information, as such we were given the overall value for the
thermal conductivity of each surface, the values of which will not be included in this thesis
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from the radiation circuit at node 1 across the resistance R13 to the ambient source, and

once as heat transfers from the interior surface at node 2 across R15 to the cabin air, after
it has passed from the outside surface at node 1 across the conductive resistance R14 to
the inside surface at node 2.

Figure 3.8: Analog circuit for ambient portion of model
First consider the manner in which the heat is conducted from the exterior of the hull to
the inside surface. From Fourier’s law, the equation characterizing the one dimensional

heat transfer from the outside surface (node 1) to the inside surface (node 2) across R14
can be written

=−

[3.11]

from which we can obtain, for each individual surface the equation
=−
where

Δ

(

,

−

,

)

[3.12]

is the value of thermal conductivity of the surface and is specified by GDLS, the

surface area

is given by the geometry of the LAV and

of the bounding surfaces.

and

are the temperatures

Next, consider the convective heat transfer that occurs at each surface of the hull. From

Newton’s law of cooling we can obtain an equation to quantify the heat transfer between
a surface and its surrounding environment which we can use to characterize the heat
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transfer across R13 from node 1 in the analog model to the ambient source as well as the
heat transfer across R15 from node 2 to the cabin space.
=ℎ

,

=ℎ

,

where in each case the surface area

(
(

−

,

−

,

,

,

)

[3.13]

)

[3.14]

is given by the geometry of the LAV, the

temperature of the surrounding air

,

is given as a design constraint,

,

is the

temperature of the surface and ℎ is the coefficient of convective heat transfer which is
estimated based on information presented by Hamid et all and lee et all [14,18] for the
inside of the vehicle, but unknown for the external air.

In order to solve for the heat transfer across each resistance in the analog circuit we must
know the temperature of the inside and outside surfaces as well as the convective
coefficient of the outside air.

However we know the total amount of heat being added to the circuit at node 1, as it
determined in the radiative circuit as

and since the net heat flow must equal 0 the

sum of the heat into the cabin and released to the environment must equal the heat added
by the absorbed radiation, hence

=

+

[3.15]

where the heat transfer from the outer surface of the LAV to the exterior air is given by
=ℎ

(

,

−

,

)

[3.16]

and the heat transfer from the outer surface of the LAV to the interior cabin air is given
by

=

,

−

,)

[3.17]

where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient that results from combining R14 and R15
given by
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=
where

known.

[3.18]

is the known thickness of the surface and all the other values are assumed

To determine the amount of heat transferred to the cabin we need to determine the
surface temperature of the exterior surface,

,

. Substituting equations [3.16] and [3.17]

equation [3.15] and rearranging we obtain the following equation for the exterior surface
temperature

,

=

which when substituted into equation
the cabin as

=

,

[3.19]

,

gives the equation for heat transfer into

,

,

−

[3.20]

,

We now have an equation that can be used to calculate the amount of heat that is

transferred to the cabin air from all environmental sources outside the LAV where the
only unknown is the heat transfer coefficient on the outside of the vehicle ℎ

, which

must be determined. A perfectly still no-wind condition where 100% of the convective

heat transfer from the vehicle is governed by natural convection would constitute a worst
case condition. However as a model versatility is important the value of ℎ

must be

determined as a function of vehicle velocity over the entire operating range for an LAV.
As discussed in section 1.4, to determine the heat transfer between the exterior surface of
the LAV and its surroundings a simulation must be done.

There were a range of options available for use that would have provided us with an

answer. The simplest of these solutions would have been to consider the LAV as a

rectangular prism of a similar aspect ratio (Figure 3.9). Once a suitable prism dimension
was determined, it can be unrolled and a flat plate correlation can be used, including a
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stagnation condition for the front and rear face, to determine the heat transfer from its
surfaces.

Figure 3.9: Basic ambient model geometric simplification compared to operational
LAV (taken from https://army.ca) Accessed: 18/04/2016

Alternatively a fully detailed model of LAV could be simulated. This level of

sophistication would, however, be very time consuming not only to build but also to

simulate. Furthermore the number of assumptions and boundary conditions that would
need to be imposed would cause a significant of uncertainty in the final results.

For these reasons a third option of moderate complexity was chosen. Since a simplified
geometric model currently exists, which was used for calculating the radiative loads, it
was repurposed to be used to simulate the ambient effects on the vehicle heat transfer

using the CFD simulation tool FluentTM. This mid-range geometry serves to remove a lot
of the more complex features that are present on an LAV that are computationally

intensive, while still maintaining the basic profile of an LAV (Figure 3.10). Since the

original simplified geometric model was an assembly of flat plates it is not a solid body,
which is required by FluentTM in order to properly run a simulation. Therefore a solid
body was created.
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Figure 3.10: Simplified ambient model geometry compared to operational LAV
(taken from https://army.ca) Accessed: 18/04/2016

3.2.1 Numerical Simulation
3.2.1.1

Geometry

To close the volume of the simplified geometric model used in 3.1 to determine the heat
loads added by radiation, the corners of each surface were tracked and the points were
recreated in the meshing software ICEM. These points were linked and surfaces were
created. Figure 3.11 shows the final ICEM simplified geometry used in simulation.

Figure 3.11: Closed solid model ICEM
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3.2.1.2

Domain

A computational domain was applied around the geometry so that external flow could be
simulated. The boundaries of the domain were sized in proportion to the length scale of
the simplified geometry. Using the vehicle length as L the channel measured

4L×1.5L×2L with the geometry placed a distance of 1L facing the inlet surface, it was
placed in the middle of the channel a half meter above the channel bottom Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Front and side view of computational domain housing the simplified
vehicle geometry tested in this study

3.2.1.3

Computational grid

Since the heat transfer of interest occurs about the surface of the LAV, a mesh was

created so that the mesh density was greatest at the surface of the geometry. The mesh

was grown away from the geometry as seen in Figure 3.13, as the characteristics of the

airflow at the edges of the domain have little to no effect on the heat transfer observed on
the surface of the geometry, to reduce the computation time of the simulation. Prism

elements were considered for the surface mesh however the results produced using a pure
tetrahedral mesh were of the same quality and therefore a pure tetrahedral mesh was
used.
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Figure 3.13: Frontal view of mesh domain showing the growth of tetrahedral
elements away from the surface of the simulated geometry

3.2.1.4

Boundary conditions

The condition being considered is that of an LAV being tested in a large wind tunnel

facility. The boundaries of the computational domain above, to the right and left of the
geometry are treated as stationary walls, so as to ensure that the incoming flow was

directed towards the front of the simulated geometry. The lower boundary is treated as a
moving wall with its velocity and direction the same as the incoming flow to more
closely resemble the ground passing under a vehicle as it is driving.

A velocity-inlet condition is applied to the boundary surface ahead of the geometry so

that air at a known temperature entered the domain with a turbulent intensity of 5%. The
boundary surface aft of the geometry is assigned an outflow condition.
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Each surface of the LAV is considered as a wall at a constant temperature so that the
difference between the temperature of the incoming air and that of the surface is 23
degrees. A no slip condition is applied to every surface in this simulation.

3.2.1.5

Equations

The conservation of mass and momentum equations, combined with the energy equation,
are solved to simulate thermofluid flow over the LAV body. The energy equation solved
by ANSYS FluentTM is given as:
(

)+∇∙

̅(

+ ) = ∇ ∙ k ∇T − ∑ ℎ

+

̅

∙ ̅

+S

[3.21]

The time-averaged conservation of mass equation is given as:
+∇∙(
where

is the fluid density,

̅) =

[3.22]

is the change of mass per unit volume inside the control

volume over time, ̅ is the velocity and

is a source term.

The time averaged conservation of momentum equation is given as:
(
where

̅) + ∇ ∙ (

̅ ̅ ) = −∇ + ∇ ∙

is the static pressure, ̅ is the gravitational acceleration,

is the stress tensor given by:

̅̅ =
where

dilation.

̅̅ +

(∇ ̅ + ∇ ̅ ) − ∇ ∙ ̅

̅+

[3.23]

is a source term and ̅̅

[3.24]

is the molecular viscosity, is the unit tensor and ∇ ∙ ̅ is the effect on volume

Turbulence effects in the momentum transport equation are approximated using the k-ε

approach, which introduces an eddy-viscosity to mimic the influence of turbulence. As
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the eddy-viscosity is formed from a local velocity (k) and length scale (derived from ε),
transport equations are introduced for k and ε:
(
(
where:
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)+
(
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+
+

+
+
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−

+

)−

+

[3.25]
+

[3.26]

is the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients,

is the generation of turbulence due to buoyancy,

compressible turbulence to the dissipation rate,
the Prandtl numbers for k and ε, and
viscosity,

+

and

is the fluctuating dilation in
and

are constants,

and

are source terms. The turbulent eddy-

, is calculated by combining k and ε with the constant
=

are

to give:

[3.27]

This viscosity is essentially added to the molecular viscosity μ in Eq. 3.23 to mimic the

influence of turbulence in the momentum balance, except near walls where the influence
of turbulence is quantified using wall-functions.

3.2.1.6

Discretization

The simulations were conducted using ANSYS Fluent TM package using an industry-

standard approach. The equation along with the standard k-epsilon model for turbulence
(as described in equations 3.21-3.27) were solved. Turbulence at solid boundaries was

treated using standard wall functions. The second order upwind advection scheme was

used to solve for Momentum, Turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate and the
energy equations. Pressure and velocity were coupled using the SIMPLE scheme. The

problem was solved for steady-state for each condition considered, as the transient effects
of convection are outside the scope of this project.
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3.2.1.7

Grid independence

After completing a study similar to the one outlined by Martinuzzi [26], a mesh size on

the surface of the geometry of 2.5cm was chosen. The grid was further refined to 1.5cm
and the value of the area weighted Nusselt number for each of the surfaces were

compared for a simulation of 60kph vehicle speed for each grid size. Table 3.3 shows the
difference observed between surface Nusselt between the two grid sizes. Convergence of

less than 5% was achieved on each of the surfaces. The initial mesh considered contained
420757 nodes, final mesh used in simulation contained 1,148,775 nodes.

Table 3.3: Results of grid convergence study comparing surface Nusselt number
Surface Nusselt Number

Surface

3.2.1.8

Results

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2.5 cm at
surface
26598
2273
17039
7392
8901
10095
7476
9395
7867
8889
7512
10124

1.5cm at
surface
26438
2345
16798
7542
9150
10469
7411
9509
8166
9108
7349
10436

%
difference
1%
3%
1%
2%
3%
4%
1%
1%
4%
2%
2%
3%

Simulations were conducted for air velocities of 3.6, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 kilometers

per hour, in line with the operation range of the vehicle, to determine the relation between
the heat transfer and speed (crosswind scenarios were not considered). Figure 3.14 shows
the area weighted average surface Nusselt number for each of the 12 surfaces of the

simplified geometry plotted as a function of the simulation Reynolds number (calculated
using the inlet velocity and vehicle length as the length scale).
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Figure 3.14: Surface Nusselt number plotted as a function of Reynolds number
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As can be seen the Nusselt number is largest for surfaces 1 and 3, this is due to the angle

of tilt of each surface with respect to the oncoming flow. As such the surfaces which are
more directly struck by the incoming air are subject to larger convective heat losses. For
this reason it is necessary to consider the convective effects for the entire vehicle as a
collection of the area weighted average of each of the surfaces.

Since the vehicle shape is unique and it is unlikely that the convection data could be used
outside the scope of this geometry, the simulation results are presented as the heat

transfer coefficient as opposed to the dimensionless Nusselt number. Figure 3.15 shows
the area weighted value of ℎ

over the entire simplified geometry as a function of

vehicle speed obtained as the result of the study, as can be seen a strong linear
relationship is observed in the data.
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Figure 3.15: Overall vehicle surface heat transfer coefficient as a function of vehicle
speed obtained via numerical simulation
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The linear relationship observed in the simulation results was used to determine a

correlation for the heat transfer coefficient as a function of vehicle velocity given in
equations [3.28]

ℎ

= 0.8879 + 2.8798

[3.28]

where v is the vehicle speed in kilometers per hour. This value for ℎ

is then applied to

each of the vehicle surfaces when used by the model to determine the heat transfer

through the surfaces into the cabin. The total heat load to the cabin is determined as the
sum of the heat transfer through each of the surfaces.

Although having such a range for heat transfer coefficients does not necessarily align

with a worst case approach, as the amount of heat transfer from the surface of the vehicle
will be lowest at when the vehicle is stationary. Knowing the heat transfer coefficient for
a range of speeds is necessary for evaluating a range of operating conditions, such as a
“hot” stationary vehicle that suddenly subject to movement as well as further

implementation of this model into a real time feedback control system for the vehicle.
As a situation that will be driven entirely by natural convection is the worst case for

convective heat transfer at the vehicle surface, the value of the correlation demonstrated
in equation [3.27] must be evaluated for the case where

= 0.

The coefficients for convective heat transfer in a natural convection scenario were

evaluated for the surfaces of the simplified geometric model used for radiation using the
approach outlined in Incorpera and DeWitt [15], which defines
= 0.15

[3.29]

for the upper surface of a hot plate (Ts>Tinf ), and
= 0.52
For lower surface of a hot plate, where the Rayleigh number is defined as

[3.30]
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=
Where

is the acceleration due to gravity,

characteristic length,

[3.31]
is the thermal expansion coefficient,

is the kinematic viscosity and

is the

is the thermal diffusivity.

There is a reasonable agreement between the area weighted average of the heat transfer
coefficient obtained using these equations [3.29-3.31] and the results of the study at 0

wind speed [3.28] (~20%). Due to the environments in which these vehicles operate it is
unlikely to encounter a situation with no wind.

The equation determined for expressing the heat transfer coefficient as a function of the
vehicle speed, as can be seen in Figure 3.16, falls between the equations presented

Fayazbakhsh [5] and McAddams [21] at speeds greater than 55 kph and are in reasonable
agreement at speeds less than 55kph.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of the correlation for heat transfer coefficient as a function
of vehicle speed determined in the study (blue) with correlations used in studies
which considered the convective heat transfer on vehicles
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Evaluation of the heat transfer through the ambient portion of the thermal circuit requires
consideration of the vehicle speed, and the temperature of the ambient and cabin air
which are provided to the model as inputs.

3.3 Engine

As determined while examining the engine portion of the thermal electric analog in

section 3.3, the heat gained by the cabin space due to the engine source the conductive

resistance of the walls shared by the engine bay and cabin must be evaluated, as well as

the convective resistance on either side of that wall and the surface of the engine and the
radiative effects. The task is made more complex by the fact that the exact value of the
heat being produced by the engine source is not known. Some simplifications to the

thermal analog circuit must be applied to solve for the heat transferred into the cabin.
Figure 2.4 has been reintroduced as Figure 3.17 with the addition of node numbers to

make it easier to describe the direction of heat transfer as it flows through the system.

Figure 3.17: Analog circuit for engine portion of model
Since the walls of the engine bay are opaque the transmissivity of these surfaces is zero,
which indicates that there is no heat transferred across R21 from node 3 to node 6.

Similar to the ambient circuit discussed in section 3.2, it can be seen that all the heat
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transferred to the cabin space passes from node four at the engine bay surface across R23
to the cabin surface where it is transferred via convection from node 5 across R24 to the
cabin space.

The equations describing the heat transfer across R24 and R23 are similar to equations
Equation 3.12 and 3.13 described in section 3.2 and can be written respectively as
,

where ,

=−

Δ

(

,

−

)

,

[3.27]

and ∆ are known material properties provided by GDLS and

,

−

the difference between the temperature of the surface inside the engine bay and the

,

is

surface inside the cabin, and

,

where ℎ

=ℎ

(

,

−

,

)

is the convection coefficient of the air inside the cabin,

surface and (

,

−

,

[3.28]
is the area of the

) is the difference between the temperature of the surface inside

the cabin and the temperature of the cabin air.

If the heat transfer across either resistance R23 or R24 can be determined the amount of
heat being transferred to the cabin from the engine would be known. It was determined
that running a simulation of the heat transfer, even considering a large number of

simplifications, would be too laborious and the amount of uncertainty in the final solution
would ultimately be too high.

Access to an LAV that was undergoing a series of road tests was obtained after it had
returned from a 20km drive on country roads. When it returned with the engine still

running the hatch to the engine compartment was opened and temperature readings were
taken from the two walls shared between the engine bay and cabin, to determine the
temperature difference

,

−

,

from eq.3.27.

With the temperature difference, measured from the test, as well as information provided
by GDLS pertaining to the surface area and composition of the shared walls the heat
transfer to the cabin was determined. Since the heat generated by the engine will be
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highest while the vehicle is being driven and a worst case scenario is the primary

consideration, this heat gain will be the value considered by the model as the heat gain
due to the engine.

3.4 Electrical and metabolic

Rather than provide a detailed list of electrical components inside an LAV, their power
specifications and exact location inside the cabin, which is required to determine the

precise values of the heat rejected to the cabin space, GDLS provides a value for the heat
gain attributed to these electrical components as well as the biometric heat added by the
occupants. As such the model considers the total electrical and metabolic heat gain as
3kW.

Should GDLS ever wish to know the precise value of the heat added by the vehicle

occupancy and electronics use, the framework has been built into the model. Figure 3.18
shows the user interface that exists in the model for calculating electronic and metabolic
loads. To compute the heat gain via a piece of electronic equipment its efficiency,

specifications related to power consumption and state of use must be specified. For
metabolic heat gains only the number of vehicle occupants must be known. The

framework can be used to simulate a variety of operating conditions related to vehicle
use.

Figure 3.18: Model user interface for electronic and metabolic loads
In its current for the model only considers the effects of sensible metabolic heat gain by
the cabin as the model is being used in order to get an estimate of the amount of heat
gained by the cabin. The latent metabolic load will be required when considering a
cooling system.
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3.5 Solution procedure

The user begins by selecting a location from a prepopulated drop down menu and then

selects a date and vehicle orientation. Figure 3.19 shows the interface into which the user
inputs the data.

Figure 3.19: Model user interface for radiation portion of model
The model uses this information to determine the location of the sun with respect to the
LAV and the solar intensity at solar noon for the date and location. This information is
used in conjunction with the vehicle geometry and material properties to compute the

values of each resistance discussed in section 2.1, which allows the model to return the
amount of heat transmitted to the cabin as well as the heat absorbed be each surface
which is then used as a source in the ambient calculations.
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The ambient portion of the model requires the user to input the velocity at which the

LAV is traveling and the design temperature of the ambient air, and the interior cabin air
(Figure 3.20). The model uses this information along with the material properties of the

LAV to compute the values of each resistance discussed in section 2.2. This information

along with the heat absorbed from the radiation allows the model to return the amount of
heat transferred across each surface.

Figure 3.20: model user interface for convective portion of model
The heat transfer to the cabin is calculated by summing these heat transfers and adding

the given heat loads for the engine and metabolic, and electronics. This is the design heat
load that must be rejected from the cabin.

3.6 Summary

Chapter 1 outlines what information must be obtained in order to properly characterize

the values of the resistances present in the thermal analog circuit presented in chapter 2.
With the resistance values determined this thermal analog can be used as a design tool
that is able to quantify the heat load given a complete idea of the material properties,
geometry and local conditions that are faced by an LAV.
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4

Calibration

Chapter 4

With all the modules completed enough information is available to compute the amount
of heat that is transferred from the surroundings into the simplified geometry

representative of an LAV. However this simplified vehicle geometry lacks significant

features that are present on real LAVs. These features (such as turrets, outward stowage
and wheels) are known to block a portion of the incoming solar radiation, which causes

the real value of heat gained by each of these surface to be lower than what is predicted

by the model, in relation to the amount the surface area that is covered by these features.
To account for this, an “area usage factor” was introduced. This factor is used to

represent the percentage of the area on each surface that is covered or blocked by

features. The values for these factors can be determined by the user by forming an

estimate of the area covered by these features or by running tests and using this factor to
calibrate the model so that the results match those seen in the field.

Two tests of this nature were run, one in London Ontario and the other in Auckland New
Zealand (where GDLS has a facility). An LAV was placed in a location that was free
from shade and allowed to sit out in the sun on a summer’s day with low wind. The

engine was not running in the hours leading up to the test after having moved the vehicle
to the desired location. None of the auxiliary systems were in operation for the duration
of the test. Beginning at 11am the surface temperatures of each of the sections were

taken using an infra-red thermometer while the temperature of the air inside the cabin

was measured using a thermocouple. A reading was taken every 15 minutes along with a

detailed description of the ambient conditions (cloud cover, wind conditions, temperature
etc.). As the model is being used to predict a worst case scenario the data set with the
highest surface temperatures was selected to compare to the results of our model.

The test conducted in London, Ontario took place on July 5 th; the sky was clear for the
duration of the test with a light breeze, and the vehicle was parked facing south. The

vehicle was painted in the military green colour which was slightly faded (not a new
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coat). The vehicle was equipped with side stowage racks on surfaces 5 and 10 which
were empty and had a turret with no barrel. The test conducted in Auckland, New

Zealand, took place on February 18th using an LAV of the same configuration as the one
in London, and parked facing south. The test report indicated that there were “some
wispy clouds” which may have shaded the sun for brief periods during the test.

Figure 4.1 shows a graph of the temperature on each surface as observed during the tests.
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Figure 4.1: LAV surface temperatures observed during test
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Figure 4.2 shows the position of the sun with respect to the light armoured vehicle over
the course of the tests being conducted.

Figure 4.2: Solar position with respect to LAV over the course of the test conducted
in London (top) and Auckland (bottom)
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Figure 4.3 re-illustrates the simplified geometry used for radiation with the surfaces

numbered that was shown in section 3.1, where surface 10 is the surface opposite surface
5 on the starboard side of the vehicle, surface 12 is the surface opposite surface 6 on the

starboard side of the vehicle surface 11 is the surface opposite surface 7 on the starboard
side of the vehicle and surface 9 is the aft most surface.

Figure 4.3: Simplified geometry with numbered surfaces
The conditions in which each test was conducted (date, location, external and cabin

temperature, wind speed) were input into the model, which it used to predict the heat
transfer to the cabin as well as the temperature of the external surfaces. The surface

temperatures of the test vehicles are compared to those computed by the model in Figure
4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of model predicted surface temperatures (red) and surface
temperatures measured during test (blue)

It can be seen that the model in its current form greatly over estimates the heat load
experienced by many of the surfaces. As mentioned previously when discussing

geometric simplification, all the features that are found on the external surfaces of the
vehicle were removed, to simplify the calculation of the radiative load enough that it

could be considered using methods outlined in ASHRAE [14]. As such the effects that
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these features have on the radiative heat gains to which the vehicle is subject have not
been considered, which is the cause of the differences noticed in Figure 4.44.

Features influence the results of the heat transfer experienced by the surfaces. The

radiative influence occurs in two ways as shown in Figure 4.5. The area on which a

feature is present is not exposed to the incoming solar radiation, this is true no matter the

angle between the sun and the surface normal. Heat is still able to transfer to this area via
conduction through the feature as the surfaces of the feature are heated by the sun. The

area of the surface that is shaded due to the feature’s presence in the path of the sunlight

is not subject to the direct solar radiation. Features that protrude from the vehicle surface

also act to disrupt the air flow as it crosses the surface effectively altering the surface heat
transfer coefficient. In order to calibrate the results produced by the model a coefficient is
introduced to account for the area usage on each surface.

Figure 4.5: The effects on the heat gain to the surface due to features present on the
surface.

Figure 4.6 shows the various features which are present on an operational LAV and

which were present on the vehicle used for the tests. It can be seen that the surfaces for
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which the model is able to most closely predict the observed surface temperatures are
surfaces 1 and 2, which contain very few surface features. Surfaces which the model

greatly over predicts can be observed as having many surface features which affect the
heat transfer such as surface 5 which is covered by stowage compartments, surface 6

which is largely blocked by the vehicle’s wheels and surface 8 which houses the turret.

Figure 4.6: LAV showing features present on the surfaces of an operational vehicle
(taken from http://www.gdlscanada.com)

To calibrate the model the value of these coefficients, which are applied to the heat

absorbed by radiation for each surface, must be changed until the model predicted surface
temperature are in alignment with the surface temperatures measured during the tests.

Table 4.1 shows the coefficients applied to the model for each location in order to match
the model predicted surface temperatures to those observed in testing.
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Table 4.1: Coefficients applied to each surface to calibrate the model
surface
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Usage coefficients used for
calibration
Auckland, NZ London, ON
0.37
0.34
0.93
0.78
1.01
1.03
1.04
1.07
0.93
0.69
1.05
0.92

0.35
0.22
0.87
0.7
0.88
0.93
0.82
1.01
0.86
0.7
0.91
0.89

The coefficients introduced were originally envisioned as a manner of adjusting the way
the model considers the heat gain to the vehicle based on the area, however a coefficient
greater than one would indicate that no incident radiation is affecting the surface, which
is not the case. This indicates that there is a departure from the predicted solar intensity
taken from ASHRAE [14] among other potential factors. In order to understand the

precise effects of these deviations, complex test and simulations would need to be run

which are currently outside the capabilities of this study. As such, the single coefficient
name should not refer to the area.

Since these coefficients are still largely based on the vehicle geometry it stands to reason
that each vehicle surface should have similar coefficients for all LAVs under the same
configuration and when these coefficients are applied to an LAV being simulated in a

different location the model should yield similar surface temperature results compared to
test data. When the coefficients that were determined by adjusting the temperature
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profiles given by the model to match the measured values for each of the test locations to
the other location are applied the profiles show a similar trend (Figure 4.7)
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Figure 4.7: Results of applying area usage coefficients determined in Table 4.1 to the
model predictions for surface temperature in the opposite location
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Table 4.2: Percent difference observed between model predicted surface

temperature with area usage coefficients for opposite location applied and measured
surface temperatures

Surface
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Difference between model and measured
surface temperature

London model with
NZL coefficients
-1%
-10%
-12%
-15%
1%
-4%
-36%
-12%
-9%
-30%
-20%
-12%

NZL model with
London coefficients
1%
8%
11%
12%
30%
20%
35%
11%
8%
-1%
10%
3%

As shown in Table 4.2, there is a significant difference between the measured

temperatures and those that the model predicts when the coefficients from the other test is
applied to the model. The most probable source of this error comes from the test

conducted in New Zealand. The “wispy clouds” that were mentioned in the report that

were present during the test and shaded the sun. Since these area usage coefficients are

used to account for the influence of features that are present on the LAV that effectively
serve to block portions of the incoming solar radiation the addition of cloud cover

influences these coefficients. As such they are over represented in the New Zealand test.
The effect of these inflated values can be seen when the coefficients determined in

London are applied to the model with geographic inputs and conditions of the New

Zealand test, almost all the measured values of the LAV’s surface temperatures were

higher than those predicted by the model, and likewise the opposite was true of the New
Zealand determined coefficients applied to the London conditions.
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With more time and access to resources more calibration tests must be conducted in order
to gain a better confidence in the value of these coefficients. As it is ideal to schedule

them on clear sunny days with no wind, but impossible to control the weather conditions

on a given day, tests in a controlled environment such as an environmental chamber may
prove useful to quickly determine these values with a high level of certainty.
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5

Summary

Chapter 5

The LAVs produced by GDLS are designed to operate in a range of extreme conditions
by military personnel all over the world. Due to the lack of a comprehensive tool for

estimating the heat loads that LAV’s are subject to in these extreme climates, the current
systems employed are not always able to provide the required amount of cooling to the

cabin. To design a tool that would be able to determine the amount of heat gained by the
cabin, the components of the overall heat gain were identified. A thermal analog circuit
was developed that considered each of these heat sources and the resistances across
which the heat was required to pass in on its way into the cabin.

The first circuit to be modeled was the radiative component of the heat load. To estimate
the heat again due to solar radiation, the LAV was simplified into a collection of 12 flat
surfaces, using the geometry of an LAV. Each surface was assigned a normal vector

which was used to determine the surface’s orientation with respect to the ground as well
as with the position of the sun on a given day (at solar noon) and global location. With

design data for solar intensity provided by ASHRAE, and the physical properties of each
surface, the amount of heat transmitted through and absorbed by the surface was
determined.

The heat that is absorbed into the surface is then passed to the ambient component of the
model where it is considered as a source that adds heat directly to the hull of the LAV.
The absorbed heat is then either transferred through the hull into the cabin where it

contributes to the cooling load, or rejected to the environment via convection. In order to
determine the heat transferred to the cabin the material properties of the composite hull
were determined and the internal convective coefficient of the cabin air was estimated
based on the literature.

To determine the portion of absorbed heat lost to the environment the external heat

transfer coefficient of the LAV needed to be determined, which required CFD study.

Using the meshing software ICEM the simplified geometric model that was created to
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study the radiative heat gain was rendered to a closed volume which could be subject to

flow analysis in Fluent. A series of simulations were run from which a correlation for the
convective heat transfer coefficient with respect to vehicle speed was determined.

The heat added to the cabin due to running the engine was determined experimentally by

taking temperature measurements on either side of the engine bay walls which are shared
by the cabin after an LAV was driven for a time on country roads. The heat added by the
electronic components and cabin occupants was provided by GDLS.

The final total heat gain to the cabin is taken as the sum of the heat gained by each of the

modules. However the geometric simplifications made to the LAV over the course of the
ambient and radiation portions of the thermal analog circuit removed many of the

external features that are present on an LAV which are known to influence the amount of
heat gained by the system.

To account for this an area usage coefficient was introduced into the model. This

coefficient is used to calibrate the model to ensure that the predicted heat load matches
those observed operating LAV’s. Preliminary values for these coefficients were

determined by comparing the results of tests conducted in London Ontario and Auckland
New Zealand. Though to ensure a maximum level of certainty in the value of these
coefficients more tests should be conducted.

The results produced by a properly calibrated model give an idea of the of the heat load
to which an LAV will be subject, as the radiative load is calculated using information
from ashrae which is averaged over observed conditions spanning 25 years actual

conditions on any given day may vary. Furthermore the model only considers the solar

load at its peak load and cannot be used in its current form to estimate the load over the
course of a day.

5.1 Contribution

The model described in this thesis was developed to aide GDLS in evaluating the current
HVAC systems that is used in the LAV UP model of LAVs. Understanding the heat

addition to the cabin is the first step towards identifying areas where improvements can
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be made to their current systems to reduce cooling times as well as decrease power

consumption due to the HVAC systems. However, as a result of the model’s versatility it
is not limited in its use to this one task. The model is a versatile design tool which will
prove useful throughout the design, operation and maintenance cycle of an LAV.

For instance, prototype testing is often expensive; a tool that can be used to test the
potential effects of added features before having to commit to costly measures is

beneficial. If say, some sort of cover were being considered to shield the front sky-facing
surface of the LAV to act as a sort of thermal blanket, deflecting a portion of the

incoming solar radiation while also providing an extra layer of thermal insulation.
Incorporating this change into the model would simply require adding its thermal

resistance to the surface’s resistive value taken from the material properties of the cover.
In this way the model can be used to drive material selection and design decisions.

Another result of our work is the model’s versatility when changing between different

LAV models. When a new model is commissioned an entire study does not need to be

built around the new design. Given that we know the new vehicle geometry and material

properties our current model can have its inputs modified to fit these new conditions with

relative ease. Thus limiting the amount of costly simulation work to certain aspects which
are newly unknown or deemed sufficiently different that more work needs to be

conducted to isolate their values (such as new heat transfer coefficients for a radically
different geometry).

5.2 Future work

The result of this thesis is the thermal model for the LAV given to GDLS. The current
model in its present form can only be used for steady state calculation of the cabin

cooling load. With further adaptation the model could be used to analyze the transient
heating and cooling of the cabin space.

Furthermore, with the right instrumentation, this model could be implemented into a real
time control system. If information regarding the orientation of the LAV, its speed and
other operating parameters, the temperature of the ambient air, and the intensity of the
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solar load at the time, the information provided by the model could be used to adjust the
vehicles’ climate system controls in real time so that the amount of heat being rejected

from the space matches the predicted value of the heat being added by the environment to
maintain a set cabin temperature.
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